Marvel Universe
Miniature Game
Quick Reference Sheet
SEQUENCE OF PLAY
1. Power Phase - Generate Power counters
(POW).
2. Initiative Phase - Draw token for control of
current Round.
3. Action Phase - Activate alternating
characters.
4. Final Phase - Cleanup, test vs KO, and check
objectives.
BASICS
Tests – To make an Agility/Stamina/Willpower
test, roll 2d8 with a success on a result equal to
or lower than the relevant Attribute.
Movement – Characters may only take 1
movement per activation, unless a power or
ability grants additional movement. Spend 1, 2
or 3 POW to move the relevant Speed bracket
in inches.
i.e.: With a Speed of 4/7/14, you may spend 2
POW to move a character 7“.
Jumping/Climbing – To climb or jump any
distance greater than half a characters height,
double the actual distance moved and subtract
that amount from the characters movement.
The characters base must lay flat after the
jump/climb for the movement to be valid.
Attacking
1 Declare which attack will be used.
2 Choose a valid target for the attack.
3 Pay the POW cost.
 If using a Special Power, the attack may
trigger an enemy model’s Reactive or
Passive Power.
 The target may choose a Defensive
Improvement; spending 1 POW to gain a +2
bonus to their Physical, Energy or Mental
defence until their next activation. Only one
Defensive Improvement can be active at a
time and a model may spend 1 POW to
change one bonus to another.
4 Make To Hit Roll: 2d8 + Attack. For success
the result must be higher than the targets
relevant Defence as determined by the attack.
5 If successful, deal damage to the targets
endurance track.

ATTACK DETAILS
Melee – Target must be in base to base contact.
Ranged – Target must be in attack’s range, but
at least 2” from attacker. If 50% of target is
concealed by scenery the attacker takes a -1
cover penalty to their attack.
Wave – Every character within the wave’s listed
range counts as a target for the attack. Each
target may make an Agility test, taking half
damage on a success, rounded down to a
minimum of 1 damage. Targets may gain
cover as for Ranged Attacks.
Spray – Each model in line of sight and partially
or completely covered by the spray template is
a target for the attack. Each target may make
an Agility test, taking half damage on a
success, rounded down to a minimum of 1
damage.
Overload! – Before making the To Hit, the
attacker may spend 1 POW to Overload the
attack. Add 1d8 to the attack roll, or choose an
Overload option listed on the current attack. if
available.
Critical Hits – Deal +1 damage if a successful
attack roll is generated with 2 or more dice
scoring the same result. If an attack has its own
Critical Hit option, the attacker may choose to
use it instead of dealing additional damage.
KO – When a character enters the Red Zone on
their Endurance track it must make an
immediate Stamina Test or be KO’d. This test
is also made during the Final Phase of any turn
in which a character is in the Pale Zone or Red
Zone of their Endurance track. On a failure the
character is KO’d and suffers the following
effects:
 May not use or benefit from any Skills the
character possess except Passive Skills.
 Immediate loss of all Power counters for the
current round.
 -3 to all defences, and may not benefit from
Defensive Improvements.
 Become Knocked Down immediately. Does
not generate Power counters during the
Power Phase.
Recovering from KO – To activate, a KO’d
character must pass a Stamina test or forfeit its
activation for the current Round, remaining in
the KO state. On a success the character gains
Power counters equal to their current Power

with a -1 penalty, remove the KO counter and
activate as normal beginning in the Knocked
Down state.
Knocked Down – Cannot use any Special
Powers, move or attack. A Knocked Down
character has a -1 penalty to all defences, and
cannot benefit from Defensive Improvements.
While Knocked Down a character is
considered the height of its base for line of
sight purposes. Spending 1 POW allows a
character to stand up, removing the Knocked
Down counter.
Incapacitated – When a character’s Endurance
track is reduced to 0 that character is
Incapacitated and is removed from play.
GRABBING AND THROWING
Grabbing – Once per activation a Character may
spend 3 POW to grab and throw scenery or
characters as an Attack action. Choose a target
in base contact with Size equal to or lower than
the throwing character’s Strength.
 If target is an enemy make a Physical melee
attack. If successful the target may be
thrown.
 If target is an ally or scenery item, it is
automatically grabbed and may be thrown.
Throwing – Choose a new target to throw the
grabbed target at, in line of sight and with a
range of double the throwers Strength. Make
an attack roll against the new target if it is a
character, scenery is hit automatically.
Damage – The thrown object deals damage equal
to its Size to the new target. If the new target
is a character and they suffer any damage they
are also knocked down. Any character in the
path of the thrown target must pass an Agility
test or take damage equal to the thrown
object’s Size as well.
 Thrown scenery items are destroyed when
they hit the new target. If the total sizes of
accumulated objects in the way equals or
beats its own Size value, or if it accumulates
enough damage from striking objects in its
path. Thrown objects take damage from
stationary objects in their path as if the
stationary object had been thrown at it.
 Thrown characters take damage when
striking the new target equal to the
thrower’s Strength -1 of Physical Blunt
damage, and are Knocked Down.

 Thrown allies with a scenery item as the
new target do not take damage on impact but
are Knocked Down. If an ally is thrown at
an enemy model then the ally will not take
any throw damage, but will still be Knocked
Down.
 If the Throw roll is missed, the Thrown item
or model is placed along its path of travel 1”
away from the target or as close as possible
without touching anything else during the
throw or when placed.
 A missed thrown item or model receives or
causes no damage and is not Knocked
Down.
SCENERY
Roll to Hit vs. Scenery – Scenery pieces are
considered to have a Defence value of 12
versus attacks of all kinds.
Structure Points (SP) – If a piece or scenery’s
SP are reduced to zero it is considered
destroyed. Scenery is immune to all effects,
Mental Damage and suffers no damage from
attacks that are mental in nature.
Damage Absorption (DA) – Reduce the damage
suffered by scenery by its DA.
Destroyed Scenery – Destroyed scenery is
removed from the game. Models that were
standing on any scenery when it was destroyed
immediately fall to the ground and may suffer
fall damage. Measure the distance fallen from
the start position of the model, they will also
suffer the knocked down condition.
SCENERY TABLE
Type Example
Street Furniture,
T1
Motorcycles
Cars, Trees,
T2
Sheds
T3
Trucks, Buses
T4
Tanks, Houses
T5
City Buildings
T6
Sky Scrappers

Size

DA

SP

1-2

0

1-2

3-4

0

1-3

5
6
7
8+

1
1
2
2

2-3
2-4
3-6
4-10

Jump into the Void – As a movement action a
model may spend 1 POW while at edge of
scenery to place model at the scenery’s base
and count the distance fallen as one level lower
on the Falling Table.

FALLING TABLE
Height Fallen
Less than 3”
3” – 6”
6” – 9”
9” – 12”
12” – 16”
More than 16”

Effect
No Damage
1 Physical Blunt
2 Physical Blunt +
Knocked Down
3 Physical Blunt +
Knocked Down
5 Physical Blunt +
Knocked Down
7 Physical Blunt +
Knocked Down

SPECIAL RULES AND EFFECTS
Awkwardness X: Reduce the Energy Defense of
the target by “X” points until the end of the
Round.
Dazzle X: Reduce the Mental Defense of the
target by “X” points until the end of the Round
or the next activation of the target, whichever
comes first.
Distract X: Reduce the Physical Defense of the
target by “X” points until the end of the Round
or the next activation of the target, whichever
comes first.
Ensnare X: Reduce the Speed of the target by
“X” points until the end of the Round. If the
Speed value is reduced to 0, the target
character cannot move.
Explosive: When this attack successfully hits,
the attack effects an area with a radius of X”
centered on the target. Roll to Hit for each
model affected, friend or foe, within that
radius. Models within the explosive area (but
not the original target) may make an Agility
roll. If this roll is passed, they receive only half
damage from the attack, rounding down
fractions (to a minimum of 1 damage).
Homing: Attacks with this special rule do not
require line of sight.
Measure a clear
trajectory around any intervening scenery or
models.
Irresistible: Ignore any Resistance the target
may have to the Nature of damage type of this
attack’s damage.
Penetrative: Attacks with this rule ignore
scenery and cover bonuses (line of sight may
be required as usual depending on the type of
the attack). If the trajectory passes through a
scenery piece, that object will take damage,

but will not block the attack. (Remember that
scenery can’t suffer Mental Nature damage).
Pierce X: When using this attack, continue
measuring the line of the shot X inches beyond
the target. This attack damages the target and
any other models or scenery in a dead straight
line behind it, up to X”. Note: You still need to
roll to hit additional targets.
Push X: Displace the target miniature directly
away from the attacker along the trajectory of
the attack X inches. The target miniature is
considered thrown and causes damage equal to
size to all models in its path but doesn’t receive
Overwhelm damage itself. Models are not
knocked down at the end of the push unless the
effect which caused the push states so.

Immunity X: This character can’t be damaged or
affected by attacks/powers with the ‘X’ nature
or damage type.
Infiltrator: During deployment, this model may
be placed anywhere on the game board where
its base will fit, and not in contact with an
enemy model’s volume.
Invisible: This model cannot be seen by models
more than 1” away.

Stun X: Remove ‘X’ Power counters from the
target, to a minimum of 0.

Leadership X: Friendly models within ‘X’ with
a maximum Power value lower than this
character’s base printed power stat will gain
one bonus Power counter when they are
activated. Models can only benefit from one
instance of this ability per round even if
multiple models with Leadership are in range.
A character that has this ability cannot benefit
from this rule itself.

COMMON ABILITIES
Acrobat: Model may reroll failed Agility rolls.

Luck: Once per Round, this character may reroll
any one die.

Agile: This model can make one extra movement
action per round.

Marksmanship: This character gains +1 to their
To Hit rolls on all ranged attacks.

Assassin: If this character scores a double 8 on a
To Hit roll doing a melee or ranges attack, the
base damage of that attack is doubled.

Master Fighter: This character may reroll one of
the dice To Hit each time they make a To Hit
roll.

Brutal: If this character scores a Critical in a To
Hit roll for a melee attack, the target of the
attack may also receive the Push 4 effect
(Attacker’s choice) in addition to the usual +1
to damage

Master Tactician: At the end of this model’s
activation, make a Willpower roll. If
successful, you can activate another model
immediately. This allows you to activate two
characters consecutively, ignoring the usual
sequence of play.

Comrade X: Character X can be activated
immediately after the character with the
Comrade ability. This allows you to activate
two characters consecutively, bypassing the
usual sequence of play.
Cruel: If the target character’s Endurance is in
the Red Zone after this attack is resolved, add
1 to the damage caused.
Fly: This character may move in any direction,
even vertically, to land on a higher or lower
level of the tabletop. The character never takes
damage from falling but may still be knocked
down as a result of a fall. In addition, the
character gains a +1 bonus to Defence from
melee attacks by models without the Fly Skill.
Great Strategist: At the start of the game add an
extra counter for your side to the initiative bag.

Mastermind: At the start of the game add an
extra counter for your side to the initiative bag,
and remove one of your rival’s counters.
Metallic: When this model receives the Stun
effect, it reduces the effect applied by 1.

Phase Shift: This character can pass through
solid scenery elements or miniatures when he
moves as if they weren’t there, but can’t end
his movement in a place where his base can’t
fit (for example inside a wall), or overlapping
another miniature’s position.
Rage: When this character recovers from KO,
they immediately gain an additional ‘X’ Power
counters.
Regeneration X: This character recovers ‘X’
Endurance points at the start of the Power
Phase. Endurance points cannot exceed their
starting value in this way.
Resistance X vs Y: When this character suffers
any kind of damage of the ‘Y’ Nature or
Damage type, it is reduced by ‘X’ points.
Scientific: Model may reroll failed Willpower
rolls.
Soldier: Model may reroll failed Stamina rolls.
Stealth: This model cannot be seen by models
more than 8” away.
Strategist: Once per round this character may
Pass on Activation even if the controlling
player has no passes remaining.
Thermal Vision: This character ignores the
Invisible and Stealth abilities.
Toughness/X: The character with this ability has
the following special features: His size is
increased (or reduced if the number is
negative) by X. In addition, the distance this
character can be Pushed or thrown is also
reduced by X inches.
Total Vision: This character can draw line of
sight to any point on the gaming area, ignoring
effects, scenery, Invisible and Stealth rules.

Order: At the end of the character’s activation,
you may choose a friendly model within 5”, in
line of sight, that has not yet been activated.
That model may immediately take its
activation. This allows you to activate two
characters consecutively, ignoring the usual
sequence of play.

Wall-Crawler: A character with this ability
suffers no penalty to their movement while
climbing, and can end their movement in any
part of the gaming area, even if their base does
not fit. The character may not end their
movement in a space occupied by another
character. Mark the exact position of the
miniature with a counter.

Perfect Plan: Once per game, at the start of the
Initiative Phase, look into the Initiative bag
and draw a counter of your choice.
Alternatively, you may use this ability to
counter the Perfect Plan ability from an enemy
character.

Weakness X: If this character suffers any kind of
damage of ‘X’ Nature or Damage Type, the
damage received is doubled. This rule cancels
any resistance or immunity abilities the
character may have.

